Motivation
Can use provers for T 1 , T 2 as black-boxes to prove theorems in T 1 ∪ T 2 ? G 1 ∧ G 2 |= T 1 ∪T 2 ⊥ Which information needs to be exchanged between the provers?
Reason about lists of integers and monotone functions over integers
Motivation: Distributed databases Chem
Primitive concepts (C 0 ): process, reaction, subst, organic, anorganic Local theory extensions K set of equational clauses; T 0 theory; T 0 = R theory of real numbers T 0 ∈ {Posets, TotOrd, DenseTotOrd, Lat, SLat, DLat, BoolAlg} possibly subject to additional constraints
Examples of local extensions
Extensions of a theory T 0 :
-with free function symbols -with monotone functions for:
T 0 = R theory of real numbers T 0 ∈ {Posets, TotOrd, DenseTotOrd, Lat, SLat, DLat, BoolAlg} possibly subject to additional constraints
• Verification:
• Knowledge representation:
Reasoning in local theory extensions
→ definitions Def for terms starting with extension functions -reduce to satisfiability in
Example: Reasoning in local theory extensions
Overview
• Local theory extensions
• Computing interpolants in local theory extensions
• Applications
• Conclusions, perspectives
Our goal 
Interpolation in theory extensions
3. T 0 has ground interpolation 4. K either has only one function occurrence/clause, or consists of pairs of rules of the form:
. . , R n ∈ P; R transitive; s i ∈ {y 1 , . . . , y n } or s i = f i (y i 1 , . . . , y i k ).
Examples
Only one function occurrence/clause:
• Free functions (+ boundedness) over pure equality, posets, Bool, DLat, SLat, linear arithmetic (over R, Q)
• Lipschitz functions at a point c:
Clauses of the form:
• Monotone functions over posets, Bool, DLat, SLat • Semi-Galois connections (monotone functions): x≤g (y )→f (x)≤y • Composition conditions (monotone functions): T 0 ⊆ T 1 ∪ T 2 local G i ground T i formula.
If G 1 ∧ G 2 |= T 1 ∪T 2 ⊥ then there exists a ground formula I containing only T 0 -functions and constants shared by G 1 , G 2 s.t. G 1 |= I and I ∧ G 2 |=⊥
